6. If secure fitting is not possible, use a single stripe of transparent medical tape to fixate the microphone position.

The “TALK” side of the microphone shall not be positioned flat against the cheek.

7. If secure fitting is not possible, use a single stripe of transparent medical tape to fixate the microphone position.

Select proper knob size. Test different sizes to find the proper fit.
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2. Fit Knob and Ear-tip according to the left picture. Note that there is no marking on the headset, only on the ear-tip.

Select ear-tip size. Test different sizes to find the proper fit.

3. Ear-tip size marking

Ear-tip number marking

Fit Knob and Ear-tip according to the left picture. Note that there is no marking on the headset, only on the ear-tip.

4. Target the ear-tip to the ear-canal. Fit the headset to the ear by turning gently and pressing inwards. Keep pressing for 10s.

Gently bend the microphone boom for correct position. The microphone shall not be too far away from the mouth.